What Is Día De Los Muertos?

• Popular Latin holiday celebrated November 1st and 2nd
  • Families welcome back deceased relatives
  • Celebrate life rather than mourn for their loss
Three Main Topics:

• Connection to family
• Connection to culture
• Finding our self-identity
Connection To Family

• Miguel feels a connection to his ancestors and family through music.
• Help us see that with the right perspective, family connections help us find happiness.
Connection To Culture

• Coco features “an exclusively Latino cast” (Odman).
• Having an all-Latin cast creates a deeper connection between the movie and the Latin people.
• Actors have a connection to the culture.
Finding Our Self-Identity

• Miguel follows his passion for music.
• Miguel learns more about himself by following his own path.
• We can all follow Miguel’s example and follow our own passions.
Conclusion

• Family relationships lead to happiness.
• Coco used an exclusively Latin cast to strengthen the relationship between the movie and who it is trying to connect with.
• Coco helps us see what happens when we chase after our dreams and follow our passions. We are able to find ourselves.
THANK YOU!


